UBISEED VALUE INCREASE OVERVIEW v2.1
Due to the infrastructure

The initial target group for

already being in place,

building UBIseed value is
So far: UBIseed is initiated

communities living at less

as a digital currency.

than $2 per day, where the

UBIseed is centrally

initial low value of UBIseed

monitored by machine

will be significant.

the plans of generally 50

A simple-to-use currency exchange is ad-

Product Partners can exchange their

ded to UBIseed services in cooperation with

UBIseeds from telecom products for fiat cash

forex partners, allowing trade through calls,

such as USD, meaning they have earned on

SMS and web interface to the IMB Watson

previously unavailable customers.

the defacto value of a UBIseed

currency such as USD which is then handed

Their selling prices will be required raised by

provision of 1000 UBIseeds thus

out in the nearest forex partner shop.

the IBM Watson service, and they are not

service, for exchanging UBIseeds to fiat

minutes, 50 SMS and 50Mb
data are essentially free for
the telecom Product Partners

or cutting of price means that
is now $1/500 and a month’s
has a value of $2 in fiat currency.

allowed to dump them on the market in bulk.

to provide. Pilot in South Africa.

intelligence for

2019 late: The doubling of the plans

This price jump, and a growing user base numbering millions,
will interest currency speculators.
And with the internal exchange
control constantly ensuring

utility further accelerates the
value increases of UBIseed.
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UBIseeds, at the exchange rate

per month will also be interested.

steadily.

and convenience.

for a month’s provision of 1000

the world living at less than $10

rising prices, the value of
UBIseed will now grow

maximum security

When the value rises above $10

will only be payable with UBIseed
– initially 1000 UBIseeds equaling
a month’s provision. Pilot in India.

2019: With many poor now buying
$1 telecom products at 1000
UBIseeds per month, the value
of UBIseed thus becomes defacto $1/1000, although since
only limited telecom products
can be bought, its trading

UBIseeds per month. It is easy

value will be less than that,

to sign up to and use by SMS.

say $0.5/1000. Pilot in USA.

The UBIseed service
on call, SMS or PC will
guide and require sel
lers to ensure a slowly
rising price of UBIseed,
creating artificial
scarcity in an otherwise
infinite currency.

Holders will want to keep the UBIseeds
longer because they can now see the
price rising, making their accumulated
UBIseeds worth more over time.
With this as argument, the Product Partners
are now convinced to half the price to 500
UBIseeds or double the plans they provide.

2020: Even single and unconnected
poor are now able to afford
some telecom service and some
basic food, water and shelter for
their monthly provision of UBIseeds, increasing the trade and

2021: With more value comes more Product,
Partners, also outside telecom. With that extra

thus increasing the trading value

utility, the user numbers increase and

of UBIseed further to $1/250.

with those the price of UBIseed on the
tightly controlled exchange market.

